Think together. ThinkPhone.

When business devices work seamlessly together, business works better. That’s why there’s the Lenovo ThinkPhone by Motorola, which brings PC and mobile experiences together like never before.

It’s about boosting productivity—but it’s about security too. With ThinkPhone, keep business data safe from threats with trusted security and years of updates. Protect your investment with proven Think quality and durability. Double your efficiency by powering up your ThinkPad and ThinkPhone with a single, ultra-fast charger. And handle even the heaviest workflows with a Snapdragon® 8+ Gen 1 processor.

Want a business that works better together? Become one with ThinkPhone.
TRUSTED SECURITY AND UPDATES
With ThinkShield built-in, ThinkPhone keeps data protected from malware and other threats with end-to-end security—and stay up to date for four years.

PROVEN THINK QUALITY AND DURABILITY
Built tough with IP68 underwater protection¹, MIL-STD-810H resistance testing², aluminum frame and Gorilla® Glass Victus®.

THINK 2 THINK EXPERIENCES
Boost business productivity everywhere by seamlessly integrating mobile and PC experiences.

PREMIUM-TIER POWERHOUSE
Power up your ThinkPad and ThinkPhone with a single 68W charger. Do business on the move with 5G³ and handle the heaviest workflows with Snapdragon® 8+ Gen 1 processor.
UNIQUE EXPERIENCES WITH THINK 2 THINK

ThinkPhone is the perfect companion for ThinkPad. Boost business productivity everywhere by seamlessly integrating mobile and PC experiences.

**WIRELESS. SEAMLESS. PRICELESS.**
There’s no need to pair devices every time. ThinkPhone and ThinkPad⁴ automatically recognize each other for a seamless experience.

**COPY HERE. PASTE THERE.**
You can copy and paste text or images between devices just like you’re doing it on a PC⁵. Move an image from your ThinkPhone to your ThinkPad⁴.

**NOTIFICATIONS, ALL TOGETHER NOW.**
Phone notifications instantly appear in the Windows Action center, so you can answer a call or reply to messages right from your ThinkPad⁴.

**DRAG AND DROP. SIMPLE AS THAT.**
Transfer files or images between your ThinkPhone and your ThinkPad⁴ using the simplest, most intuitive way ever invented. Just drag and drop.

**EXPAND YOUR VIEW**
Run apps from your ThinkPhone on your ThinkPad⁴. Use Android apps more naturally and intuitively on the big screen, so you get right to what matters.

**LOOK SHARP**
Use the advanced 50MP camera on ThinkPhone as a high-quality PC webcam⁴. You can even use the ultra-wide camera to fit more in the frame, with advanced subject tracking to ensure you stay in it⁵.

**GET DOWN TO WORK**
Enjoy a desktop computing experience right from ThinkPhone. No PC required. Use the phone and all its apps on an external monitor for a complete desktop experience⁶. Add a Bluetooth® keyboard and mouse⁷. Type, swipe, and click the way you’re used to, including keyboard shortcuts and right-mouse click.

**ACCESSORIES**

**FOR YOUR EYES ONLY**
The Privacy Screen Protector keeps screen content secure from curious eyes.

The privacy film makes the display dark when viewed from the sides, so you can use your device confidently no matter where you are⁸.

**SAY GOODBYE TO WIRES**
TurboPower™ wireless charging gives you hours of power in just minutes⁹. And it works with or without wires.

The elegant charging stand adapts to a variety of environments, from home to the office.
Performance

CPU
Snapdragon® 8+ Gen 1
Mobile Platform
OS
Android™ 13
MEMORY
8GB/12GB LP5
STORAGE
128GB/256GB/512GB UFS 3.1

Battery
SIZE
5000mAh
CHARGING
68W TurboPower™
15W Wireless Charging

Connectivity
NETWORKS
5G: sub 6 | 4G: LTE | 3G: WCDMA | 2G: GSM
WI-FI
Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax | 2.4GHz | 5GHz | 6GHz | Wi-Fi 6E | Wi-Fi hotspot
BLUETOOTH®
Bluetooth® 5.3
NFC
Yes
USB
Type-C port (USB 3.1 compatible, supports Displayport™ 1.4)

Audio
SPEAKERS
Dual stereo speakers and Dolby Atmos®
MICROPHONES
2

Security
ThinkShield built-in; 4 years of security updates; Moto KeySafe; Moto Secure; On-screen fingerprint reader; FIPS 104-2; Common Criteria; Android Enterprise Recommended

Design
DIMENSIONS
158.76mm x 74.38mm x 8.26mm
WEIGHT
189g
WATER PROTECTION
IP68
BODY
Aircraft-grade Aluminum Frame, Aramid Fiber Inlay

Camera
MAIN REAR CAMERA
50MP | Quad Pixel Technology for 2.0μm | Omni-directional PDAF | Optical Image Stabilization
REAR CAMERA 2
13MP Ultrawide angle (120°FOV) | Macro Vision
REAR CAMERA 3
Depth Sensor
FRONT CAMERA
32MP AF

Certain features, functionality and product specifications may be network dependent and subject to additional terms, conditions, and charges. All are subject to change without notice. MOTOROLA, the Stylized M Logo, MOTO and the MOTO family of marks are trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC. MICROSD is a trademark of SD-3C, LLC. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories. Bluetooth, Dolby Atmos, and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. Lenovo, ThinkPad, and the Lenovo logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo. Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2023 Motorola Mobility LLC. All rights reserved. Screen images simulated. Phone UI for illustration purposes only, and subject to change. 1. Liquid damage not covered under warranty. Water, splash and dust resistance were tested to IP68 standards under controlled laboratory conditions. 2. MIL-STD 810H establishes a methodology for testing products against environmental stresses under controlled laboratory conditions. Such testing is not a guarantee of future performance under these test conditions. Abuse, like that contained in MIL-STD 810H testing, is not covered under Motorola’s standard warranty. 3. 5G service plan and 5G network coverage required; available only in select areas; device not compatible with all 5G networks. Contact your service provider for details. 4. Ready For PC is available on selected devices, and on Windows 10 and 11. Visit the FAQ page for a full list of device and software compatibility. Requires PC app download; PC and mobile device to connect wirelessly must share the same Wi-Fi AP (access point) or be connected via USB-C cord. Lenovo ThinkPad must be running Windows 10 or higher. 5. Smart software can recognize up to 3 faces/people in the same frame. 6. Ready For wireless connection is supported with TVs that support Android smartphone screen mirroring (Miracast) only. Ready For wired connection supported with TVs or monitors that have HDMI port or USB-C video-in port; Video-enabled USB-C cable or USB-C-to-HDMI adapter required. 7. Bluetooth® accessories sold separately. 8. Accessories sold separately. 9. Median users can get up to 50% battery in 15 min of charge. Battery must be substantially depleted; charging rate slows as charging progresses. 10. Available user storage is less due to preloaded software, and is subject to change without notice due to software updates.